®

We make premium kiosks because we
are a... kiosk manufacturer
QMAGINE systems are developed and produced entirely in Portugal

®

Companies, institutions and retail stores customer-oriented, often face the
problem of long queues and unpredictable waiting time that cause tension
and stress among employees and customers and that result in an efficiency
decreased.
The solution is a Queue Management System, enabling more efficient and
professional treatment to the costumer. Instead of standing in long waiting
lines, customers can sit a little bit and receive some useful information
about the company's services through digital signage and corporate
television systems.
Any company or institution, customer oriented, such as banks, government
agencies, hospitals and clinics, pharmacies, post offices, telecommunication
companies, hypermarkets, shopping services to citizens, etc... will improve
their services and increase the image of the institution.

-35%
WAITING TIME

The main objective of service
management is the ordering of the
queues in order to improve the quality
of services provided.

The Queue management software optimizes the waiting time for customers,
and above all organize and manage the customers call in an efficient, fast
and simple for any developer or business entity.

QMAGINE DIVISION • Partteam Group Portugal • www.qmagine.com
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Queue Management

"DIRECT AND ENTERTAIN THE CLIENT, ORGANIZES AND DISTRIBUTES,
IN A BETTER WAY, THE HUMAN RESOURCES "

QMAGINE LINE SOFTWARE
The Qmagine Software detach in the market for its functionality and versatility,
because it has the ability to adapt to different needs and sectores. Since its
simplified version, that prove to be a useful tool for sorting the queue until the
latest version, more complex and able to meet all requirements of the costumers.
Its functionality enables the creation and configuration of layouts and system
parameters in a very intuitive and accessible way.
If there is a specific project with features that are not yet present in the current
version, the QMAGINE development team is available to explore the possibility
of new developments as needed.
The customers call can be made using buttons, however our company provides
software that is installed on PC's (service call / counter) in order to make our
system the most technologically advanced available in the market.
We also Remember that our software is modular and allows you to integrate
the queue mmanagement software with the corporate TV | Digital Signage
module. If you are looking for a Global and integrates solution (queue
management and coporate tv), then click here now www.qmagine.com.
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THE QMAGINE
LINE SOFTWARE
HAS 6 DISTINCT
MODULES.

Backoffice
This module has the functionality to configure the entire system,
services, balcony, players, ticket dispensers, layouts, etc ... Using
Drag and Drop techniques, is very simple to create layouts with
excellent results.

Viewer
This module is responsible for the presentation of content on the
displays / monitors / lcd's, where all the information from the queue
management, attendance tickets, help desk, services, will appear.

Ticket Application
This application will be used by people who'll call the customers
/ users. They are able to perform the ticket call or the forwarding
for other services.
The call can be made in two forms: through software installed on
a PC or via radio buttons.

Qmagine Server
Server to archive data on the organization and operation of Digital
Signage Media Server network to file the contents used in the schedules
presented on the network.
Automatically distributed to all displays or groups of displays in several
predefined layouts; Unlimited connections; Intelligent communication
in order to minimize traffic on the existing network; Communicates
across the type of connectivity, LAN, WAN, WiFi, 3G, 4G etc. ...

Ticket Dispenser
The ticket dispenser can have different forms: manuals (roll), push
buttons, touchscreen etc...
Many different models that can be found Pag. 33.

Mini Slip Dispenser
Application for ticketing from human service counters. Installed
on user desktop allows this password issue and forward the user
/ client to the waiting area.
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sms

FEATURES QMAGINE LINE
Broadcast information, training, promotions
to customers / users on hold;

INFORMATION FOR
CUSTOMER VIA SMS

BENEFITS QMAGINE LINE
Improve the quality of the service;
Improve organizational image;

Plan atteandance based on information given
by the system;

Optimize clients attendance processes;

Management of users / operators (ticket and
password);

Reduce large amoung of peoples in the
attendance zones;

Detailed statistical information;

Increased efficiency in the attendance
management;

Information for customer / user via WEB;
Information for customer / user via SMS;
Alerts for users on hold;

Reduces the waiting time percepcioned by
the customer;

Informations on waiting time;

Quick installation and reduced maintenance
costs;

Simple forwarding between services.

Reduces dropout rates.

Integration with management systems
(DREAM, SClinico, Healthgest, Wintouch clinics,
PHC Clinic CS, among others).
QMAGINE DIVISION • Partteam Group Portugal • www.qmagine.com
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EDIGITAL OR MANUAL TICKET DISPENSER
The software allows that the ticket dispenser can be made in the ordinary
manuals dispensers or through a multimedia kiosk or with push buttons.

SPECIFICATIONS

INTEGRATION WITH DIGITAL SIGNAGE OR CORPORATETV
The software allows integration with Digital Signage / CorporateTV software,
and lets you create any layout for the presentations of both queue or Digital
Signage systems.

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE
The software provides a simple and intuitive use, either by the user and the
operator.

CALL THROUGH TACTILE DISPLAY
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
SERVICE

The call through tactile display enables advantageously replace the usual
systems for call button, allowing more effective use.

MULTIMEDIA CALL POTENTIAL
The clients call can be made by through a LED panel or a display, with the ability
to integrate digital signage system.

CENTRALISED
SERVICES

VOICE CALL MODULE
The ticket to be attended can be automatically called by the system through
digitized voice, also indicating the position where it will be attended.

SERVICES TIMETABLE
The schedule programming of availability of a service allows the system manager
to define the time within which are issued the tickets for that service.

LOCAL OR REMOTE MANAGEMENT
The complete management of the system can be performed locally or remotely
in order to make possible, for example, multiple channels management.

ALERTS
The system lets you set alerts, such as the number of users on hold, thereby
enabling to ensure a good service quality and effective service.

TRANSFER BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS
The operator can redirect a user to another service, with several forms of
integration of the users on the waiting list for the new service where it was
forwarded.

STATISTICS
The software allows fone set of essential statistics to perform system analysis
and their efficiency.

INTEGRATION WITH MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Integration with management systems (DREAM, SClinico,
Healthgest, Wintouch clinics, PHC Clinic CS, among others).
QMAGINE DIVISION • Partteam Group Portugal • www.qmagine.com
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Solution Queue
Management
with Integrated
Payments
system and
Check-in.

The ticket dispenser may be integrated with queue management
systems/markings, improving the flow of care and the management
of users.
Apart from issuing tickets and ordination of care, the ticket dispenser
may have functions of check-in and payments, where the user may
give indication of arrival and make fee payments (ie. User fees) without
having to do this, is not necessary to meet the operator.
The integration of coin acceptor, bill validator, ATM (certificate), citizen
card reader, bar codes or other player, integrated with user flow
management systems (Sonho, SClinico, Healthgest, Wintouch clinics,
PHC Clinic CS, between others) make the act more effective and
comfortable care for the person.
This way service is optimized by minimizing the intervention of
the various operators by automating processes.
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Attendance System for one channel information management .

VGA-HDMI

TV + PC

TC/IP
Statistical Data
Collection
TC/IP

TC/IP

Kiosk 1

Counter 1

Counter 2

Attendance System for Multi-Channel Information Management

VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

TV + PC

TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP

Kiosk 1

Statistical Data
Collection

TC/IP

Kiosk 2

Counter 1

Counter 2

TC/IP

PC Back Office
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System Centralized Attendant From a headquarters.

VGA-HDMI

TV + PC
VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

TC/IP
VGA-HDMI

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

TV + PC

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP

TV + PC

TC/IP

Disp. Senhas 1

Balcão 1

Balcão 2

TC/IP
TC/IP

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

TC/IP

Disp.Senhas 1 Disp.Senhas 2

TC/IP

TC/IP

Balcão 1

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

Disp. Senhas 1

Balcão 1

Balcão 2

TC/IP

Balcão 2

PC Back Office

TC/IP

VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

TV + PC

TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

VGA-HDMI

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP
TC/IP

TC/IP

Disp.Senhas 1 Disp.Senhas 2

Balcão 1

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

Balcão 2

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

Disp. Senhas 1

Balcão 1

Balcão 2

Balcão 1

Balcão 2

PC Back Office

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

VGA-HDMI

TV + PC

TV + PC

TV + PC

TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos
TC/IP
Disp. Senhas 1

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

TC/IP

TC/IP
Balcão 1

Balcão 2

TC/IP

Disp. Senhas 1

TC/IP

Disp.Senhas 1 Disp.Senhas 2

Recolha de Dados
Estatisticos

Balcão 1

TC/IP

Balcão 2

TC/IP

PC Back Office

Centralised
Management

Statistical Data
Collection
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All this models were developed
for public or private institutions
to attend the clients where,
somehow, a management
service / waiting queues is
needed.

The tickets dispenser kiosks can be manufactured in
stainless steel or painted steel (available in all RAL colors)
using steel plate of 1,5mm to 2,5mm which ensures the
stability and rigidity of the all structure.
Apart from buttons that allow each user to choose the
service we wants, the kiosk prints a ticket information
to indicate the number of entrance and estimated time
of call (with a service / queues integration software).
The information paper with indications of the functions
/ services that each button is intended for, has easy
access, replacement and can be easily modified.
Models with touchscreen can be integrated with a 7''or
10''or more displays for placement of images and
dynamic menu for the buttons.

SEE ADDITIONAL HARDWARE
IN PAG.33

The integration can be used tablets or touch screen
monitors.
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Tickets Dispensers

These and more models
www.qmagine.com

Wallpad Model

Flycoin Model

Quartz Model

Ingra Model

QTicket Model
QTicket Touch Model

Dink Model
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FUNCTION
Corporate TV and digital signage systems allows the creation and management
of multimedia content (images, videos, news, web content, etc.) and making them
available through one or more displays. These displays can be in the same place
where software is installed or in remote locations.
The updating of the content in these displays can be performed remotely, thereby
enabling the updating of content in dozens or even hundreds of displays that can
be changed in a few seconds.

OBJECTIVES
Digital signage | Corporate TV can be used in multiple locations and with different
features, such as outdoor campaigns, information broadcast, and places with
large amount of people.
The main goal of Digital Signage | Corporate TV is the
broadcast and presentation of information contents.
This tool, used in an appealing way, has amazing results with the public because
it is an extremely flashy.

QMAGINE DIVISION • Partteam Group Portugal • www.qmagine.com
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The QMAGINE software is
a multimedia software that
allows you to manage Digital
Signage or Corporate TV
locally or remotely through
various platforms (displays,
kiosks, advertising panels,
mupis, projection, etc.)

Management and Maintenance On The Air (Real Time)
The software allows the management of all content and the divisions created in the displays
(advertising, movies, TV, multimedia, Feeds, footnote messages, clock, temperature) are
updated in intuitive way and in real time.
Any modification to the backoffice is immediately "transferred" to all players on the channel.

Interactivity
The QMAGINE software has truly extraordinary features, converging on the same software
the possibility of creating a channel for digital signage or corporate TV and, at the same
time, set that channel interactive.
This interactive digital communication becomes common in the kiosks/advertising panels
that allow interaction and autonomy of consumers towards a product.

Integration with third-party's software in a simple and intuitive way
The software provides the links with any third party software through various interfaces
ranging from Web Services, direct connection to the database,feeds and rss, allowing
easely, an intuitive and dynamic communication without the administrators intervention.

Channel Management and selectively Players
The software enables the content management, advertising campaigns and even video
streaming individualy or by groups, thus allowing to perform channel management in an
integrated or selectively, and even within the channels down the levels of customization
for players.
Through this way it's possible to create a global or differentcommunication concept for
each channel or for each player.

Monitoring
Through integration with other software developed by QMAGIN, you can get a monitoring
system in real time, with statistics, two-way communication, content update, status check
of players, etc..
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Advantages from Program Contents
The software compatibility with most of file formats, allows multimedia content or information
that already exists within companies and institutions, can be reused and placed into digital
signage or corporate TV channels. It is possible with this concept eliminate hours of work that
had been developed.

Layouts and Contents Import and Export
The platform enables the reuse of layouts that have already been created for a particular player
or channel to other channels on the same company or institution. Also content and campaigns
can be reused with the export and import function.
With this function we can, for example, replicate a corporate channel exporting the entire
configuration (layouts, content, etc.). to another channel.

Local or remote management
The complete system management can be performed locally or remotely making possible by
this way a multiple channels management.

Corporate Collaboration
The system allows to set users permissions so that each user can only access and manage
the content/channels assigned to it.
Thus is possible that media agencies and communication companies responsables can update
the corporate channels or digital signage system from a company or institution, without the
risk of changing the layout or structure that was defined by the system administrator.
This tool is essential when the channels begins to have levels of permanent updating and
specially when they reach a size that does not allow an individual content management, either
by their complexity, but especially for its variety and specificity.
QMAGINE DIVISION • Partteam Group Portugal • www.qmagine.com
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SOFTWARE

QMAGINE SIGN IS COMPOSED OF THREE APPLICATIONS: BACKOFFICE,
VIEWER AND SERVER.
BackOffice,

Server,

Allows you to configure the presentation of the contents on
the screen with an application that can be installed on your
desktop. This application can be installed on your desktop and
can also work through a web platform. Allows a very simple
way to be able to create great design layouts in HD.

Databases server to archive data on the organization and
operation of Digital Signage network, Media Server content
of the file used in the schedules presented on the network.

Viewer,
This application is responsable for submitting layouts created.
You only need to run the application that the contents will be
automatically displayed.

Automatically distributed to all displays or groups of
displays in several predefined layouts; Unlimited
connections; Intelligent communication in order to
minimize traffic on the existing network; Communicates
across the type of connectivities, LAN, WAN, WiFi, 3G, 4G
etc. ....

The Composer uses intuitive techniques to generate dynamic
content using text, images, videos, TV, DVD, CCTV, WebCam,
price, queues management modules, RSS, ...

Qmagine Sign Applications
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"USING SIMPLE DRAG AND DROP TECHNIQUES IT'S SIMPLE TO PLACE
THE MODULES AVAILABLE IN THE DISPLAYS. THE RESULT IS AMAZING!"

QMAGINE SIGN enables companies to communicate with
their customers through a network of digital displays.
Digital communication is a powerful tool that enables the
delivery of real-time information.

QMAGINE SIGN NETWORK
Allow switching the contents of the displays in a network of
shops/companies/stores in a few minutes
The QMAGINE NETWORK is a tool for integrated management
of images and audio in each store/branch, via the internet
from a PC. With this tool you can manage your network YDS
centrally regardless the geographic location.
The Qmagine sign network brings together the several terminals
by groups and enables equal or different content management

Interactivity

RSS

Videos

Scheduling

PDF

Real-Time
Update

Integration of
APP Extras

Meteorology

Time/Hour

Html/Flash

Footer (txt)

Images

SlideShow

Drag ‘N’ Drop

Facial
Recognition
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What happens when we combine the functionality
of a digital signage software with an interactive
kiosk or mupi?
Sure. We get an extremely innovative and appealing concept of interactive
digital signage, which is revolutionizing the way businesses and brands
communicate with their customers or employees.
The QMAGINE software has truly extraordinary features, converging on the
same software the possibility to create a channel for digital signage or
corporate TV and at the same time that the same channel is interactive.
Several interesting applications can be developed with this technology like
oriented applications to employees of the companies (such as a corporate
channel but at the same time to convert into intranet), as other applications
targeted to consumers or visitors, such as virtual directories (for example
a specific store in the mall), or simply a directory of products, or in other
words a digital sales assistant to the customers.
This interactive digital communication becomes usual in the kiosks displays
/ advertising panels that allow interactive multimedia contents and autonomy
of consumers towards a product. e autonomia dos consumidores perante
um produto.
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Multiple Options
One of the great features and benefits of QMAGINE for other
software's is first to allow the customer to complete the
configuration of all content, but besides this functionality, there
is another very important issue that is the library of templates
already pre-defined. Customers can use the templates design
that will appear in the displays.

Gymnasiums, Take- Away, Restaurants,
Pharmacy, Hotels, Fashion Stores...
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Content Management System for 1 Channel Information

TC/IP

TC/IP

TV + PC

PC Management

Content Management System for multiple channels of information

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP
PC Management

TV + PC

TC/IP

Server
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Content Management System From a Headquarters.

TC/IP

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP

TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TV + PC

PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP

Servidor

TC/IP

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP

Servidor

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP
TV + PC

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TC/IP
PC Gestão

TV + PC

TC/IP

Servidor

Centralised
Management
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The Digital Signage communication transforms the
restaurant, bar, cafe, etc..
The more people make their meals outside the home, more restaurants, cafes,
etc.. will have to use digital signage to improve communication with clients,
updating menus, and create a livelier atmosphere for its customers.
The digital displays are a unique opportunity for owners of establishments catering
to easily improve their image by promoting offers more sophisticated and
entertaining customers while they wait to be served.
Digital signage is ideal for displaying menus, specials of the day, information
nutrients / calories (increasingly required by law).
Provide lists of wine.
You can "earn" money by advertising partners, displaying ads within a larger
and more attractive format.
Save money by eliminating the cost of printing and design.
Manage and update content easily - control multiple displays from a central
computer.

Save money and earn more...

Among the ad revenue profits and
the economy of reduction of
paper use, the digital signage
systems quickly demonstrate the
return on investment (ROI).

Allows to Reduce:

Increases:

1 The cost of menu !

1 Possibility business or events

2 The cost of printing and shipping

2 Partnership opportunities with other
local Business

3 Graphic Design

3 Opportunities for more effective branding
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MENU BOARDS
Particularly for restaurants located in business areas (eg
shopping malls or office buildings), digital signage offers a
unique opportunity to form effective partnerships. The crosspromotion can be profitable for all parties involved, and digital
signage makes it easier and simpler.

Can be used in various functions:
Regardless of location, digital signage can find a useful
application in any bar or restaurant.
Sports Bars: present results, betting with the rights drinks
prices by result
Places of Entertainment (comedy / jazz clubs, etc.):
Information on upcoming events, shows information
Lunches Short Term: Improved image, menus,
entertainment and advertising for clients on hold
Restaurants: The QMAGINE Digital Signage can still play
an effective role in complimentary reception and other
areas - share information about chefs and display positive
reviews of the restaurant.

The Digital Signage helps catering establishments of all kinds,
to display more information, more cheaply, using less space
and less money.

Digital Signage in Restaurants & Bars will
be an obligation!

Regardless of location, digital signage can find a
useful application in qulquer bar or restaurant.

Digital Menu Displays
Advertising Supplier / Partner
Viewing information of nutrients and calories
Branding & Customer Entertainment
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Create an internal channel and communicate
with their guests with more comfort.
The solution QMAGINE Channel is now available for catering, communication of the future is now at your fingertips.
The Qmagine Channel offers an entertainment experience, connectivity and communication that goes beyond offering a
normal internal channel. Guests seeking hotels receive information related to their environment in a simple, comfortable
and personalized.
The digital displays are a unique opportunity for owners of establishments catering to easily improve their image by
promoting offers more sophisticated and entertaining customers while they wait to be served.
The Qmagine Channel does wonders in delivering relevant and useful information for the hosts still possible that it can be
customized for groups or individuals, in a format more attractive through animated layouts (videos, flashes, images),
(depends on the structure of the hotel).
The Qmagine Channel allows the creation of an internal channel fully configurable so that it can convey to all guests
throughout the hotel related information.
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ALL THIS AT A LOW COST
Eliminate signs of fixing information and
replace it with Qmagine Channel. There are
numerous advantages and uses the
Qmagine Channel can bring to the hotel
and the guest:
1 Information on events, services, promotions, etc;
2 Tourist attractions (monuments, museums and other);

WITH QMAGINE CHANEL YOU
CAN:
Promoting the hotel services
It can promote the restaurants, bars, shops, spa services
and other hotel services.

Keep guests informed about the
offerings
Hours of pools, location of fitness rooms, broadband internet
availability, schedules check out.

3 Contact information of the hotel;

Keep guests informed about the world

4 Information hourly hotel (meals, chek out, spa, pool, others ...);

Automatically generated content can keep your customer
updated with the world, news feeds,
weather information and more.

5 Presentation of Public Information (Weather, news, clock ...);
6 Custom Show hotel;
7 Reduce operating costs

Create specific information for groups
and conventions
Along with organizing conventions can convey important
information to participants through Qmagine Channel,
information times and locations where the meetings take
place can be sent
to the TV participants.

Sale of advertising space
Complement your hotel offers partnerships with the hotel.
This is a way to publicize products and services to businesses
in the city where you are, what you can generate an additional
revenue stream.

Expand the information to different areas
of the hotel
Besides the presentation of information in the rooms, you
can also extend the service to other
areas Qmagine Channel's hotel, lobby, waiting area, elevators
etc..
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On this page we present the various kiosks,
billboards and interactive tables where our
QMAGINE SIGN software can be integrated.

Coral Model

Zytec Model

Tembu Model
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Nomyu Model
32”, 55”, 65”, 46”

ImpactV Model

PlasmV Model

Gauzy Model
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Use ShowGlass for your Corporate TV / Digital
Signage channel.
The Showglas model was designed for indoor use and is as a revolutionary system
of dynamic and multimedia advertising.
It was specially developed to work as an innovative advertising system, which
receives the image that is projected through a video projector. The dimensions
of the image can vary, depending on quality and distance from which the projector
is placed.
However Showglass is much more than a simple projection system of images,
videos, Web sites. With an interactive foil on the glass where the image is projected,
it is possible to make a truly amazing interactive showcase.

Showglass Sigma

Showglass Alfa

Showglass Delta

Showglass Zeta
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Sistemas de
Gestão

The players are a key component of any Corporate
Tv or Digital signage project.o
One of the main component of a digital signage project is the PLAYER. The player
receives information from the server or backoffice and makes the content
transmission.
It is therefore essential to find a robust solution, with features that allow the
transmission of high quality videos but simultaneously is essential that the player
is very small and compact because normally the most appropriate place for fix
it is behind the display.
Especially if your company is looking for a reliable solution but at the same time
with affordable cost, then the difficulties begin increasingly larger.
The QMAGINE PLAYER was designed and developed having in mind these
assumptions (small and specially designed to digital signage networks).
Working in partnership with a leading national computer manufacturing, we could
choose for this PLAYER components that best fit the transmission of digital
contents through digital signage networks, whether they are displays, video walls,
kiosks, advertising panels and other devices.
Each Player can immediately include the operating system and above all a preinstalled QMAGINE software becoming that will turn this playe in a plug-and-play
product.
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Professional Solutions 11 "to 105" inches!
One of the main component of a digital signage project is the DISPLAY. The display
will show all the contents that were previously scheduled.

24h
/day

7 DAYS A WEEK

The company has partnerships with major global manufacturers of displays (LG,
SAMSUNG, NEC, HYNDAI, etc..) so we can provide the best solution for each
specific project.
Usualy we use a methodology with the integration of professional displays for
Digital Signage or Corporate Tv. However there may be some projects where a
regular display may be a solution.
In this point the QMAGINE technical consulting team will help the client to choose
the best option, aiming to always find the most effective solution, but obviously
that allows the customer to reduce implementation costs.
Especially in situations of intensive use where the displays are connected 24/7,
the use of professional displays is not a suggestion but it becomes an obligation.
That is why it became clear that the QMAGINE team know the full project so that
it can choose the most suitable components which will shape the Digital Signage
networks in more efficient, but especially robust way.
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The best solution for those
who want to create
impact in the audience!

If you are for new possibilities in video wall/mosaic, then the integration of
Digital Signage/Corporate TV software in a video wall is a fantastic solution for
your business and for the visibility of your institution or company.
From 4 video wall displays up to a larger number of displays, in this case the
term "the bigger, the better ..." is actually a reality. The higher the video wall is,
more visibility, recognition and impact will cause the contents displayed,
promotions or simple presentation of products or services.

Mosaic Video Wall Solution
The Digital Signage / Corporate TV from another dimension
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Rear Projection Foil, Interactive Foil, Interactive
Showcase.
The Rear Projection Foils are increasingly used in Digital Signage and corporate
TV systems for the impact they can create. Adding an interactive foil you can
create interactive surfaces and thus it is possible that a simple showcase of a
store suddenly becomes a complete system with interactive advertising.
The best solution to transform any glass or window in a interactive advertising
experience.
If you are looking to exploit the market expansion through, for example Storefront
shop, this touchscreen solution, with glass touch is a fantastic solution for your
business.
With this technology, a number of applications and software can be adapted
becoming an excellent sales tool. The Interactive Foil run through any material
(except metal) up to 2.5cm thickness.
The Interactive Foil can be combined with rear-projection foils and several projection
systems such as video projectors or LCD displays.
This interactive foil can be used in many business areas which are highlight
storefront, tv studios, trade, advertising and more.
Can be used permanent or removable interactive foils.
Regarding sizes they vary between 30 to 100 inches, 16:9 aspect ratio (84 inches
at 4:3).

Technical Plan - Interactive Foil

Window or Foil

Interactive Foil

Videoprojector or LCD

Any video projector (at least to 2500
ansilumens for indoor use) can be used to
broadcast images for the rear projection foils
and interactive Foils.
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These interactive foils will
leave any customer surprised
with the possibility of
interaction through a glass.

The Interactive Foil can be used during day or night with any projector LCD or
through the use of any adhesive foil, creating a visual impact of "any angle" in
any size.
The foil has a special coating technology. The only light diffusion/layer dispersion
generates brilliant directing the projected light for display position efficiently.
This interactive foil even with a rear projection (projector) is capable to present
brighter digital images, both during the day or night and even with direct sunlight,
provides amazing results..
Any projector available in the market can easily work with this interactive foil.
The "WOW" effect. Besides interactivity, we can also create more impact with
holographic foils!
Any projector available in the market can easily work with this interactive
holographic foil.
The holographic foil is available to run perfectly with the projection angles of
20, 38 or 55 degrees.
Sizes are available between 30 and 67 inches.
It is almost completely transparent when the projector is not connected. Can
be combined with an interactive foil, making an interactive surface.
The holographic foil has a "WOW" effect on people and serves as an excellent
way to capture the attention of your audience.
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Their solution is always unique and you may need a server to ensure the
effectiveness of the system.
When installing Queue Management / Digital Signage / Corporate TV, we made
an analysis of your needs to determine the requirement or not of a dedicated
server for the system.
In most of the small systems, this server is not necessary and even the whole
system can be installed on the PLAYER, on the computer kiosk or even a computer
that already exists in the place..
However there are some facilities that because of their complexity or size may
require the use of a server for all software application operates in a professional
and above all uninterrupted way.
The customer is free to choose between using a computer/server in the existing
facilities, or acquire a specific server for the system or if you purchased the
system under SaaS just need to host the software on our servers.
There are many factors that can determine the decision to install a local server
or a software-as-a-Service (SaaS). For further information about what kind of
system will be most desirable for your installation, please contact us.
We are certain that you can save money and always have a system that suits
your needs and requirements.
Depending on type and complexity of the installation, you may need a server to
ensure that the Digital Signage, Corporate TV or even Queue ManagementSystem
works perfectly.
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In some installations (depending on configuration), you can get substantial cost
savings without compromising efficiency of the system, using transmitters
/receivers (extensor) of audio and video signal.

Contact our commercial and
technical department to
perform the project you
need..

With this equipment, we can decrease the number of players required to perform
an installation of service of Digital Signage / corporate TV, especially if the contents
are the same in all or some players.
Usualy these devices are installed in pairs and consists in a transmitter and a
receiver.
There are extenders that allow signal transmission up to 100 meters and others
who provide translation/extension of the signal up to 300 meters, depending on
image resolution.
The connection is made from players to the transmitters and signal transmission
is then performed by UTP through direct UTP connections that provides a highly
reliable transmission of video and audio.
There are also other types of transmitters that allow to send simultaneously the
signal to 5 receivers, one of them will be connected through VGA cable and the
others directly in UTP.
As mentioned, with these transmitters / receivers, since the signal (content to be
transmitted) are the same, you can avoid the need to put a PLAYER for each
display that you wish to transmit the contents of Digital Signage / Corporate TV
or Queue Management information.

Transmitters and receivers are essential to the broadcast of video and
audio signals and allow, in many cases, a significant costs reduction.
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If you are looking to take advantage of your TV broadcasts our Digital Signage
and corporate TV software allows you to associate your playlists to multimedia
information broadcasted by digital TV channels.
With the QMAGINE software using a TV tuner, you can define a specific area
of the display to transmit a TV signal and simultaneously continue to transmit
multimedia information of your company, products and services.
This is particularly important when certain broadcast television may be
important to catch the attencion of a large number of assistants (eg: a football
game). This way you can catch the attention of customers for your products
and services through the use of this very important "anchor".

The Digital Signage and corporate Tv systems are
regularly used not only to transmit information from
the company but also connected with TV signals.
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Despite having specific professional
hardware for attendance management
systems (eg kiosks) and for Digital
Signage and Corporate TV, we give
the customer the freedom to choose
another type of hardware or even
use existing hardware.

We now know that despite the seek for professional systems is increasingly,
customers have a very clear idea of how to contain cost in certain components.
It's for that reason that even though we carefully selected a specific hardware
for our systems, customers always have the final decision.
This approach allows you to choose the type of hardware that best supports
your business and your specific needs. This hardware may include the display,
media player, or a combination of both.
We also recommend professional LCD's (so they can work 24 / 7), but the
customer will always have the final decision on this issue and may even decide
for a regular LCD.
If you really want to use your own hardware, we will recommend the specifications
needed for the project, which system you have to implement and the image
quality you want to submit, etc..
The server (only required on some installations), can also be supplied by your
company or even an existing one on your facilities, within you own network.

Contact our commercial and technical team to
perform a project that will fill your needs.
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Concept
The concept of SaaS, or Software as a Service is a business model where the
customer does not buy the software but pay a regular (monthly / quarterly / annual)
for the use of software.
This is a model that might be interesting for various types of businesses or projects,
since there is no need for a total initial investment to purchase the licenses.
Also with this model, software updates can automatically be guaranteed in a
transparently way to the client.

QMAGINE usually sells its
software on a concept of
selling licenses (server /
players), but we also have
the option in the SaaS model.

How it works ?
In technological terms, SaaS solutions typically do not require the need to install
an application / software on your computer or server to management of the process.
Typically these applications are web servers and just nedd to simply access the
application via the Internet using any web browser.
This is a great advantage since it allows to make the management of one or several
channels of digital signage & corporate television in any part of the globe simply
having a computer with Internet access.

Safety and Reliability
All solutions for digital signage and corporate tv need an Internet connection so
that the prepared contents could be sent to the players. Thus, there may not be any
disadvantages of the SaaS model, since this solution also uses the internet to
transfer contents to players.
The only basic difference is that the administration of the system (backoffice) in
this case is the Internet, accessible from a common browser.
SaaS solutions are lodge in professional data centers with high redundancy equipment
and Internet connections as well as the continuous support of highly qualified
technicians who constantly monitorize the service.
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We know how important is that when installing the system becomes operational
for daily operations and how a small problem can result in a number of services
failure that can cost you much money.
So our goal is to build long term relationships with our customers providing
services that exceeds their expectations.

Our technical and trade
consulting services will
be the starting point for
the success of your
project...

When choosing QMAGINE (Partteam Group) as your business partner you are
making the right decision, since we have all the business and technology skills
to support the installation and maintenance of your system, especially in this area
of quick technological change.
The success of any business depends on many factors, but perhaps one of the
most important is the ease and efficiency which employees use the tools at their
disposal.
It will not be advantageous or productive if your company has the more expensive
technological solution in the market, but if your employees have difficulties in
working with her, or it doesn't bring any added value to the employees and to the
customers.
For this reason in QMAGINE we analyze each project individually and we take
special care in choosing the products and services that will best meet the needs
and demands of your business. Our Advisory Service (technical/ commercial) will
evaluate your project and the current system through the experience they have
and suggest the implementation of an effective solution, whether it's a large or
small company.
We have several technological solutions to meet the different types of requirements
and we will certainly help your company to achieve the intended objectives.
Please contact us for a fast and efficient consultancy service that clearly helps
you achieve your objectives ... with no cost.
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The first step to a successful implementation and installation of the system is to
choose the right products, required and recommended for the project. Each project
has its own characteristics and requirements and therefore it's critical that the
system analysis is performed by experienced technical and commercial persons,
to be selected hardware, software and network architecture requirements.

Use our installation and
configuration services so
that your project has the
effectiveness that you
want.

So once you have correctly chosen the system components to implement, a the
installation and configuration of the system is one of the most important
assumptions for a working system.
A professional installation allows the system to work with minimal flaws and the
way it was conceived. QMAGINE performs installations and provides the highest
quality support and services through a national and international network of
installers.
We have all the knowledge in the installation of such systems, whether is Digital
Signage, Queue Management management or a combinations of these two
systems.
The installation of the entire system can be realized by our company or other
technicians under the supervision and training provided by our company.
When relying on our company services and products, also ensures that the entire
system configuration will be performed in a professional way and above all that
could minimize potential problems that may exist in the future. But even in these
cases, the installation and correct configuration represent a key role in the process
and maintenance of the system.
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The company's services include users Partteam training, both in hardware or
software.
For the installation of Digital Signage, Corporate TV or Queue Management Systems
can work effectively is essential that users have a comprehensive training for all
systems.
QMAGINE has technicians with the skills to provide training to all types of users,
since those who will only work with basic systems up to IT technicians who are
also responsible for maintaining the systems.

The formation of users is one of the most important
situations for the effectiveness of the installation.
The systems installed by QMAGINE may include a combination of various hardware
and software components, which would include the installation of computers,
servers, players, converters and signal extenders, multimedia kiosks ticket dispensers,
displays, rear projection Foils, corporate tv software, Digital Dignage management
software and Queue Management.
The technical experience of this division of Partteam Group is therefore essential
for the formation of all these components. is performed in an effective and focused
mainly on various players individually or collectively (in the training room), it is these
that will manage all components that are part of an installation.
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With an unmatched ability to develop
multimedia kiosks projects, Oem Kiosks
assures customers the development and
production of Specific projects for any
multimedia kiosks, with the required
functionality without sacrificing creativity,
whose final result will certainly guarantee the
Software

Queue Management Kiosks

Skills and technological capabilities of software division
and in particular QMAGINE division that dedicated to
software development for queue management, timme
attendance, Digital Signage and corporate TV allow the
company to respond to any simplest or complex project.

PARTTEAM GROUP is proudly one of the few
manufacturers of multimedia kiosks in Portugal. The
company uses advanced technologically systems that
enable the production of small to large quantity of kiosks,
guaranteeing a high quality final product.

The company has the ability to adapt the software you
already own or making additional modules to respond
exclusively to the design specifications of a particular
customer.

This capability allows the development of kiosks with the
requirements of the clients and projects,whether creation
/ design of entirely new models or making adjustments
to existing standard models.

This means that despite having a standard software, new
versions or customized versions can be created exactly
to a specific customer.

The technological capacity to produce small series or even
a single device, also ensures that the cost of producing a
fully developed prototype kiosk will not have higher costs
than a standard model.

The software challenges are viewed in a natural way for
the software department that can improve or create new
versions of software that can later be reused for future
customers..
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From initial customer consultation, the oemKIOSKS follows a process to create
the necessary design to achieve all aspects of the kiosk and get the expected
results.
These design criteria call for a comprehensive evaluation, from design criteria,
component requirements, installation and expansion, among other important
aspects of the project.
Based on this criteria to all employees of the project are through the process
of development. These criteria are an important tool that the company uses to
ensure OEMKIOSKS will anticipate all issues of design, functionality, ergonomics,
etc.. taking advantage of the gained experience in hundreds of previous projects.
At all stages of the project, since the study of electronic components to be
used, design and 3D renderization for approval of the client, technical production,
assembly and even the packaging are made by experimet technical staff that
respect the procedures and standards defined providing a unique quality of the
final product.

PARTTEAM follows a methodology with welldefined developmental steps for the
production of the kiosk:
1 Project Knowledge;
2 Criteria and Requirements;
3 Evaluation of Components;
4 3D Design and drafts;
5 Review of Key Points (ergonomics, safety,
::::access to components, aesthetics, etc.)

6 Production of Prototype;
7 Component Assembly;
8 Quality Tests;
9 Certification;
10 Delivery and Installation
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“All company departments participate
and interact with each other so that a
global harmony is achieved in every
product or service developed by
Partteam".

The commercial success of a company is actually
connected to a strategic plan, that approach citizens
to digital technologies,promoting experiences sharing...
we are in the 2.0 age!
Having started its activity in 2000 Partteam Group,operates in several areas,
including multimedia interactive systems, industrial production, graphic design
and advertising, engineering and telecommunications, web based applications
development, software development, etc.

STANDARD
MODELS

The main business area of the company are the multimedia kiosks. Partteam
Group is proud to be one of the few national manufacturers of multimedia kiosks,
with standard models and with the ability to produce customized models for
clients.
Located in Portugal Partteam Group has modern facilities, capable of take part
in major projects, both national and international.

DESIGN
PATENTS

BESPOKE DESIGN
KIOSK VARIATIONS
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Kiosks Multimedia & Digital Mupis

Reliable in any condition
Our engineers and designers have taken care to
create solutions which in addition to innovative
technology represents a distinctive mark in regard
to the design, usability and ergonomics. We
develop kiosks, totems and digital signage
solutions (hardware and software) that can
maximize the return of investment of our clients.
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QMAGINE DIVISION
PARTTEAM GROUP PORTUGAL
Rua Nova de Nespereira,
Pavilhão 10
4770-287 Lagoa VN Famalicão • Portugal

GPS Coordinates
41.386348, -8.498225
+41° 23' 10.85", -8° 29' 53.61"

GETTING THERE:
1 - On the A7 exit towards FAMALICAO
2 - After the toll proceed to the variant towards BRAGA.
3 - 300 meters after having entered the variant, exit toward ST. TIRSO N204.
4 - At the roundabout over the following variant change towards ST. TIRSO N204.
5 - 500 meters ahead and after HELFRI, turn left towards LAGOA.
6 - Up the street in the right and at the 2nd crossing take the middle road.
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PARTTEAM GROUP PORTUGAL
Rua Nova de Nespereira, Pavilhão 10
4770-287 Lagoa VN Famalicão Portugal

Contacts:
tel: (+351) 252 378 589
tel: (+351) 252 327 185
fax: (+531) 252 378 591

Comercial
comercial@qmagine.com
info@qmagine.com
comercial@partteam.pt

Technical Dept.
tecnico@qmagine.com

Partners
parceiros@partteam.pt

Financial Dept.
contabilidade@partteam.pt
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